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"J;Vhere Do You Get
Your Ideas Frorn?)'
Ursula Le Cuin is a wide-ranging and prolific writer. Perhaps best
knownfor hergroundbreaking sciencejiction nwels., The Left Ihnd
Darkness amI A Wizard of Earthsea, she has also writterz other fictiMI, short stories, children's books, criticism, and poetry. Vi11en Le
Cuin investigates the source of writers' ideas, she does so deeply, honestly, and humorously. The book from which this essay comes, Dancing at the Edge of the World, has several other essays in it that will
inspire you and change the way you think about writing
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with an audience after reading or lec-

tun:, somebody asks me, "\Vhere do you get your ideas from?"

A fiction writer can avoid being asked that question only by practicing the dourest naturalism and forsweanng all acts of the imagination. Science-fiction writers can't escape It, and develop
habitual answers to it: "Schenectady," says Harlan Ellison. Vonda
N. McIntyre takes this further, explaining that there is a mail
order house for ideas in Schenectady, to which writers can subscribe for five or ten or (bargain rate) tvventy-five ideas a month;
then she hits herself on the head to signify remorse, and tries to
answer the question seriously. Even in its most patronizing
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and sewing were weak; so that I doubt that I would ever have
been a good seamstress or pianist, no matter how hard I worked.
But
I
about how I learned
things I am
good
me to believe that
to the
machine or any art
plano
is just
continuous cultivation
ing to
in performance.
How about ideas?
So
The more I think about the word "idea," the less idea I have
what it means. Writers do say things like "That gives me an idea"
or "I got the idea for that story when I had food poisoning in a
motel in New Jersey." I think this is a kind of shorthand use of
"idea" to stand for the complicated, obscure, un-understood
process
and formation
going to be
written down. The
intelligible thoughts;
not even
involve
be a matter
mental
glimpses,
emotions, visions,
It is difevery time.
ferent
) and in many of us
It is extremely difficult to talk about, because we have very little terminology for such processes.
I would say that as a general rule, though an external event
may trigger it, this inceptive state or story-beginning phase does
not come from anywhere outside the mind that can be pointed
to; it
mind, from psychic
have become
the conscious
outer expenence
in Gary Snyder's
composted.
a writer "gets"
head) an
I don't
"idea"
mental object)
somewhere, and
then
words and writes thern
At least in
my experience, it doesn't work that way. The stuff has to be
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transformed into oneself, it has to be composted, before it can
grow a story.
The rest of this essay will be an attempt to analyze what I feel
I am actually working with when I write, and where the "idea"
fits into the whole process.
There seem to be five principal elements to the process:
1

1. The patterns of the language-the sounds of words.
2. The patterns of syntax and grammar; the ways the words
and sentences connect themselves together; the ways their connections interconnect to form the larger units (paragraphs, sections, chapters); hence, the movement of the work, its tempo,
pace, gait, and shape in time.
(Note: In poetry, especially lyric poetry, these first two kinds
of patterning are salient, obvious elements of the beauty of the
work-word sounds, rhymes, echoes, cadences, the "music" of
poetry. In prose the sound patterns are far subtler and looser and
must indeed avoid rhyme, chime, assonance, etc., and the patterns of sentencing, paragraphing, movement and shape in time,
may be on such a large, slow scale as to escape conscious notice;
the "music" of fiction, particularly the novel, is often not perceived as beautiful at all.)
3. The patterns of the images: what the words make us or let
us see with the mind's eye or sense imaginatively.
4. The patterns of the ideas: what the words and the narration of events make llS understand, or use our understandmg upon.
5. The patterns of the feelings: what the words and the narration, by using all the above means, make llS experience emotionally or spiritually, in areas of our being not directly accessible
to or expressible in words.
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l\l1 these kinds
patterning-sound, syntax, images, ideas,
feelings-have to ,vork together; and they all have to
there

in some degree, The inception of the work, that mysterious
stage, is perhaps tile'ir corning together: when in
mind a feeling begins to connect itself to an image that will express it, and that image leads La an idea, until now half-fanned,
that begins to nnd words for itself, and
words lead to other
words that make new images, perhaps of people, characters of a
express the underlying feelings
story, who are doing things
and ide;Js that are now resonating with each other, "
If any of the processes get scanted badly or left out, in the conception stage, in
writing stage, or in the
the
result will be a weak or failed story, Failure often allows us to
analyze what success triumphantly hides ii-om us, I do not reconunend going through story by Chekhov
Woolf trying
analyze out my five elements of the writing process; the point is
that in
piece at
they work in one ll1soIuble unitary movement. But in certain f:m1iliar forms of feeble
writing or failed writing, the absence of one element or another
may be guide to what went wrong.
For example: Having an interesting idea, working it up into
a plot enacted by stock characters, and relying upon violence to
replace feeling, may produce the trash-level mystery, thriller, or
science-fiction story; but not a good mystery, thriller, or SClencefictIon story.
Contrariwise, strong feelings, even if strong characters enact
them, aren't enough to cany a story if the ideas connected with
those feelings haven't been thought through, If the mind isn't
working along with the emotions, the emotions will slosh around
111
bachtub of wish fuIflllment
in most mass market ro~
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mances) or anger (as in much of the "mainstream" genre) or hormones (as in porn).
Beginners' failures are often the result of trying to work with
strong feelings and ideas without having found the images to embody them, or without even knowing how to find the words and
string them together. Ignorance of English vocabulary and grammar is a cbnsiderable liability to a writer of English. The best cure
for it is, I believe, reading. People who learned to talk at two or
so and have been practicing talking ever since feel with some justification that they know their language; but what they know is
their spoken language, and if they read little, or read schlock, and
haven't written much, their writing is going to be pretty much
what' their talking was when they were two. It's going to require
considerable practice. The attempt to play complicated music on
an instrument which one hasn't even learned the fingering of is
probably the commonest weakness of beginning writers.
A rarer kind of failure is the story in which the words go careering around bellowing and plunging and kicking up a lot of
dust, and when the dust settles you find they never got out of
the corral. They got nowhere, because they didn't know where
they were going. Feeling, idea, image, just got dragged into the
stampede, and no story happened. All the same, this kind of failure sometimes strikes me as promising, because it reveals a writer
reveling in pure language-letting the words take over. You
can't go on that way, but it's not a bad place to start from.
The novelist-poet Boris Pasternak said that poetry makes itself from "the relationship between the sounds and the meanings of words." I think that prose makes itself the same way, if
you will allow "sounds" to include syntaJ( and the large motions,
connections, and shapes of narrative. There is a relationship, a
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reciprocity, between the words and
irnages, ideas, and ernotions evoked by those words: the stronger that relationship, the
work. To believe
you can achieve rneaning or
stronger
feeling without coherent, integrated patterning of the sounds, the
rhythms, the sentence structures, the images, is like believing you
can
for walk without bones.
Of the five kinds of patterning that I have invented or anacentral one,
one through which all
lyzed here, I think
the others connect, is the imagery. Verbal imagery (such as a simile or a description of a place or an event) is more physical, more
bodily, than thinking or feeling, but
physical, more internal,
than the actual sounds of the words. Imagery takes place in "the
imagination," which take to be the
place of
thmking mind with the sensing body. What is imagined isn't physically real, but itfeels as if it were: the reader sees or hears or teels
what goes on in the story, is drawn into
exists in
among
its images, in the imagination (the reader's? the writer's?) while
reading.
This illusion is a special gift of narrative, including the drama.
Narration gives us entry to a shared world of imagination. The
and movement and connections
the words work to
make the images vivid and authentic; the ideas and emotions are
embodied in and grow out of those images of places, of people,
of events, deeds, conversations, relationships; and the power and
authenticity of the images may surpass that of most actua] expenence, since in the irnagination we
share a capacity for experience and an understanding of truth far greater than our own.
The great \vriters share their souls with us-"literally.
This brings me to the relationship of the writer to the reader:
a matter I again find easiest to approach through explamable faillire.
irnaf,rinative world offiction cannot be taken for
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about
story for
particularly if it's something
dren, where you need to know whether your reader is likely to
be a five-year-old or a ten-year-old. Considerations of who will
might
the
are appropriate and sometimes
useful in planning it) thInking about
thinking out,
images. But once you start writing, it is fatal to think about anything but
writing, Tme work is done for
sake of
What
be done
it
is
matter,
other job. A story rises from the springs of creation, from the
pure will to be; it tells itself; it takes its own course, finds its own
way, its
words;
the
job is
its
What a teacher or editor or market or critic or Alice will think
of it has to be as far from the writing writer's mind as what breakwas
'l'uesday,
breakfast
be
to
the story.
Once the story is written, however, the writer must forgo that
divine
and
the fact
the whole thing has been
perfonnance, and
better
good one,
When I, the writer, reread my work and settle down to reconsider
reshape
revise it,
my consciousness
reader,
collaborating with the reader, is appropriate
think, necessary. Indeed I may have to make an act of faith and
declare that they wiII exist, those unknown, perhaps unborn
people,
dear
The
beautifiJl arrogance
creative moment must grow subtle, self-conscious, clear-sighted,
It must ask questions, such as: Does this say what I thought it
said? Docs say all thought it
is at
stage that ,
writer, may have to question the nature of my relationship to my
readers, as manifested in my work. Am I shoving them around,
manipulating them, patronizing
showing
them?
I punishmg them? Am I using them as a dump site for my accu-
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mula ted psychic toxins? Am I telling them what they better
damn well believe or else? Am I running circles around them,
and
scaring them,
did I intend
Am I
not, hadn't
see to it
am? Am I amusing, teasing, alluring them? Flirting with them?
Hypnotizing them? Am I giving to them, tempting them, inviting them; drawing them into the work to work with me-to be
the one,
Reader, who completes my
Because
writer cannot
it alone.
unread story
a story; it is little black marks on wood pulp. The reader, reading it, makes it live: a live thing, a story.
A speci<l] note to the above: If the writer is a socially priviboth-his
legedperson -particularly White or a
ination
have to make
intense
conscious effort
realize that people who don't share his privileged status may read
his work and will not share with him many attitudes and opinions that he has been allowed to believe or to pretend are
" Since
In a
view of
by
IS no
tenable outside privileged
often not
within them, fiction written from such an assumption will make
sense only to a decreasing, and increasingly reactionary, audience.
however,
choose the
Many
writing
viewpoint, finding it
do so th,m
write from
knowledge
feminine cxpcnence
flatly denied
many potential readers, including the majority of critics and professors ofliterature, and may rouse defensive hostility and contempt.
choice, then,
seem to
between
and
but there's
use
that you can
away without making the choice. Not to choose, these days, is
a choice made. All fiction has ethical, political, and social weight,
and sometimes the works that weigh the heaviest are those ap-
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parently fluffy or escapist fictions whose authors declare thementertainers," and so on.
selves "above politics,"

The writer writing, then, is trying to get all the patterns of
sounds, syntax, imagery, ideas, emotions, working together in
one process, in which the reader v\Till be drawn to participate.
This implies that writers do one hell of a lot of controlling. They
control all their material as closely as they can, and in doing so
they are trying to control the reader, too. They are trying to get
the reader to go along helplessly, putty in their hands, seeing,
hearing, feeling, believing the story, laughing at it, crying at it.
They are trying to make innocent little children cry.
But though control is a risky business, it need not be conceived
confrontational terms
battle with and victory over the
material or the reader. Again, I think it comes down to collaboration, or sharing
gift:
tries to get the reader working with the text in the effort to keep the whole story all going
one piece
the right direction (which is
general
along
notion of a good piece of fiction).
In
effort, writers need all the help
can get. Even under
the most skilled control, the words will never fully embody the
vision. Even with
most s)lmpathetic reader, the
will faIter and grow partial. Writers have to get used to launching something beautifill and \vatching it
burn. They also
to learn when to let go control, when the work takes off on its
own
flies, farther than they ever
or imagined, to
places they didn't know they knew. All makers must leave room
the acts
the
they have
work hard and carefully, and wait patiently, to deserve them.

